PIVOT® and InfoReady Review™: A Powerful Integrated Solution
So simple... so seamless.

An integrated one-stop, one-click way to combine funding discovery with limited submission competition management.

Transfer curated content from Pivot to InfoReady Review instantly!

In the past, administrators using Pivot to collect grant opportunities manually re-entered data into InfoReady Review to post the opportunities, collect faculty applications, route them for review, and select the most eligible representatives. Now, automated data transfer increases efficiency and reduces time.

When an administrator clicks “Push To InfoReady” on the grant details page within Pivot, a new window opens a “create new competition” page within InfoReady Review. All of the pertinent fields will pre-populate with the data aggregated in Pivot.

The user then begins the process within InfoReady Review to manage that competition. No other funding discovery resource offers this kind of simplicity and accuracy.

Pivot® uniquely combines global funding sources with acclaimed scholarly profiles to match financial support to researchers and partners. The Pivot editorial team goes beyond the well-known government funding agencies to gather and organize funding from international sources covering all disciplines and a wide assortment of activities from research to curriculum development and much more. The result is a simplified research process that delivers precise, consistent results.

InfoReady Review™ from InfoReady Corporation automates the processes by which Offices of Research manage all types of internal competitions, including limited submissions. With InfoReady Review, research administrators can quickly and effectively post opportunities, collect and route applications for review, make award decisions, and run reports. The result is increased faculty engagement, higher quality proposals, and a significant savings of time and resources.

inforeadycorp.com/pivot-integration
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